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Taji, Swahili for Crown, is a Black Beaut y & Culture quar terly specialt y publication that embodies 
both the traditional and modern royalt y of Pan-Af rican people. We celebrate our culture and ar ts 
with features f rom our communit y across the globe. Our mission is to provide the Black communit y 
with positive images of Black Beaut y, Fashion, and Family, as well as highlight the positive ef for ts 
of those in our communit y, and provide information on health and wealth specif ic to our needs.



Crown’s Royalties

They serve authentic African and Caribbean food and drinks. Kola Lounge is a huge staple in the African 
community. | TheCUTAWAYexperience.wordpress.com

The glue for all of these events is Maia “Crown” Williams. A beautiful soul, with a cooperative 
economic spirit, and an uncompromising Detroit aura, Crown is a shining star in the community, both 
locally and internationally. What we love most is that she personifies Blackity Black. All of her events 
embody the African essence and meld the Pan-African communal culture. It’s literally a beautiful sight to 
watch.

Within her “parent” company Amonyet Enterprises (yes, there’s more), Crown is the owner of Cooking 
Ciphers which encompasses culinary classes, personal chef, private chef, and our favorite vegan cookies; 
Crown’s Royalties, which sells African trade bead jewelry, vegan and organic body products, and tarot 
readings; and Amonyet Enterprises also provides executive assistant, event planning, and product 
placement services. Peep the info below to keep up to date with Crown and her events and services!

Twitter: @MECCAcon, @BSAMconvention
Instagram: @MECCAcon, @BSAMconvention, @the_Cutaway
Tumblr & Pinterest: @MECCAcon
Facebook: Midwest Ethnic Convention for Comics and Arts, Black Speculative Arts Movement, The 
Cutaway, Cooking Ciphers, Amonyet Enterprises, Crown’s Royalties

Black Speculative Arts Movement (BSAM) is a traveling convention, similar to 
MECCAcon, but centered on afrofuturism and speculative fiction. BSAM travels to multiple 
universities and venues across the United States and abroad, with afrofuturism as its main 
focus. The convention, co-founded by Dr. Reynaldo Anderson, has the purpose of spreading the 
history as well as accuracy of afrofuturism, Black quantum, speculative fiction to the public. Scholars, 
professors, authors, musicians, activists, artists, and more participate in BSAM, and with honor. Students 
are also able to participate by holding panels and workshops, as well as having the opportunity to perform 
and vend. Schools include Harris-Stowe State University, OCAD University, Temple University, Prairie 
View A&M University, California State University, and more. | 
BlackSpeculativeArtsMovement.wordpress.com

The Cutaway is an afterwork event held on Thursdays. Two international black films, speed dating, live DJ 
sets, social networking, dancing, and more are what make this night different from just grabbing a drink 

when you get off. It’s held at multiple venues in the Metro Detroit area, including Kola Lounge, 
an African owned and centered restaurant and nightclub. Each event features two different short 
films, which will also introduce more people to that genre. Food is definitely a major highlight. 

Midwest Ethnic Convention for Comics and Arts (MECCAcon) is an annual comics, film, 
and arts Convention held every September in Detroit, MI, at Detroit Public Library’s historical 

main branch location. MECCAcon was established in October of 2013 and has been going strong 
ever since. Each year becomes bigger than the last. Workshops, lectures, classes, book readings, and 

of course, the Artist Alley are the highlights of the comic-con. The convention is centered on Black and 
POC comics and art, as well as international films. They have a fully registered international, short films 
festival, which runs all day along within the convention. There are also book signings at local comic shops 
and bookstores, as well as hip hop nights with DJ workshops and performances. Participants have included 
LeSean Thomas, N Steven Harris, Women In Comics International, Rosarium Publishing, Trill League, 
Will Focus, and a long list of other mentionable names in the industry. | MECCAcon.wordpress.com

MAIA “CROWN” WILLIAMS’ EVENTS ARE UNAPOLOGETICALLY BLACK

Photos from #Meccacon2016 by NayMarie PhotographyAbove: Crown with her sun Sean
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Black Men Smile because we love ourselves. This platform is about radical 
expressions of self-love. It is about resistance. It is about learning from 
each other. It is about encouraging one another. It is about transcending. 
It is about defying gravity, as our ancestors have always done, and leaving 
a legacy so that generations after us may do the same. During these times 
when so many stories are being told about us, we will need those we tell 
about ourselves to be our real truth.

Black Men Smile was created exactly one 
month after Michael Brown was murdered 
in Ferguson Missouri.  After seeing 100s of 
images of Michael’s dead body lying in the 
street and after a flurry of other painful and 

oppressive images of Black men in the weeks to follow, we did a 
social media experiment to see what positive images of Black men 
we could find.  We entered the HASHTAG #blackmensmile on 
Instagram. It yielded ZERO results.

The first image with #Blackmensmile was posted on September 30, 2014.  We asked Black men 
to do the same. Today there are over 6000.
After some consideration of what we wanted to accomplish with this new platform, we set 
out to explore one seemingly basic question, WHAT MAKES YOU SMILE?  After posing that 
question to a test group of 20 Black men, 17 of them had the same initial response:
“No one has ever asked me that.”

|| THEREIN LIES THE WORK THAT WE HAVE BEEN CALLED TO DO || - Carlton Mackey

For more info and future events, visit them at www.BlackMenSmile.com and @blackmensmile!
Empowerment Tours | Documentary | Curriculum Development & Discussion | Apparel | IG

BLACK MEN SMILE: Celebrating the Way We See Ourselves

Carlton (Founder) & Devan | Atlanta



Inez A. Nelson is a traveler and investor with over 10 years of experience in the software industry. She is the Founder of 
Immersion Excursions, a boutique voluntourist travel company. Follow her on Twitter @thementourist.

I stood on the back porch of our beach house in 
Kokrobite with the first hint of nervousness I 
had experienced on this journey. I had not been 
nervous to fly over 13 hours to the continent 
of Africa, nor had I been nervous to visit Cape 
Coast Castle, a fort used to hold thousands of 
slaves for weeks before they were loaded onto 
ships, sailed across the Atlantic, and sold in 
the Americas. I was nervous because a priest 
was coming to perform a traditional naming 
ceremony and I had no reference for what that 
could possibly entail. 

When the priest arrived, I watched him walk 
past us to the beach to pray and request 
permission to perform this ceremony with our 
group. Then, as instructed, we headed in the 
direction of the priest in silence in single file. 
An assistant came to us and told us we would 
be called individually to the water, stand by the 
priest, and he would instruct us from there. As 
he spoke, the other assistant joined him and 
placed a single stone in each of our hands and 
told us to hold onto it. 

Fourth in line, it was my turn. There was a 
flurry of butterflies swirling feverishly in my 
stomach. Soon the priest was standing on my 
right with his assistant on my left. He poured 
libation and announced my arrival to the 
ancestors, then assured me they were glad I 
had chosen to return home and were here to 
greet me in the same waters where they had 
been taken away. In that moment I felt a sense 
of calm. The priest poured water in my hands 
and asked me to wash my face. Then he poured 
clear alcohol onto my hands and requested 
the same. This cleansing represented the 

hope my ancestors had that I would 
seek to tell the truth and distinguish 
it from falsehood as I continue to live 
a righteous life. Finally, the priest asked me 
what day of the week I was born. Friday. He 
looked at me and said we will call you Afia for 
this name means born on Friday. 

In the Akan culture every child receives 
multiple names, however the first given name 
is the soul name and it indicates which spiritual 
force and qualities were passed from God to 
govern the life of that child.  Afia is governed 
by adventure, creativity, and innovation. How 
fitting. After raising the hand that held the 
stone, he told me to walk further into the 
water, whisper the thoughts that hinder me 
into the stone, ask my ancestors to take them 
away and protect me from their return, and 
then throw the stone into the crashing waves 
of the ocean to release them. I walked further 
into the waves until they were crashing at my 
calves instead of my feet, closed my eyes, raised 
both hands to my face, and began whispering a 
prayer into the stone. The more I whispered the 
more powerful I felt. As I finished I thanked 
my ancestors for their protection and I prayed 
that my life was an homage to the struggle 
they endured. Then with eyes wide open I 
threw the stone as far as I could into the waves. 
When I turned around to head back my eyes 
met the priest’s. I gave him a grin to say thank 
you. Thank you for welcoming me back to the 
motherland, thank you for reconnecting my 
soul to my roots, and thank you for ushering 
me through an encounter with the souls of my 
ancestors. Then, I, Afia, headed back to the 
line from which I had been beckoned. 

By Inez A Nelson

AkAn Ceremony, GhAnA
THE IMMERSION EXCURSION: 
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NayMarie is the Editor and Resident Photographer for Taji Mag. Her goals are to reclaim our imagery and narrative and 
educate the community on cooperative economics to strengthen the Black community. Follow her on IG @tajimagazine.

“Commit to your community and it will serve you back in bountiful returns.” -- NayMarie

While the shopping seasons keep 
rolling around, we invite you to shop 

with Black Owned Businesses for your gifts. 
With all of the issues we face as a society, 
it’s imperative for us to build together 
as a community. The number one way to 
accomplish this is by using cooperative 
economics. Instead of earning money and 
spending it with businesses that do not have 
our best interests in mind, spend within the 
community to increase our collective buying 
power. Increased buying power equates to 
more control over our communities, better 
living standards, and the uplifting and 
beautification of our neighborhoods.

When you spend with your “neighbor” you 
directly help a family put food on their 
table and a roof over their head. You aid 
in them building savings to expand their 
businesses, which creates more employment 
opportunities within the community. It’s a 
beautiful contagion. These businesses often 
hosts scholarships for college students or 
other budding businesses. The opportunities 
are endless...

Here is a short list of 8 Black businesses with 
great gifts and gift related items. Be sure to 
also check out pg 28 for more BOBs listed in 
Taji’s Black Business Highlight!

Hia Toys & Queens of Africa  
Historical Action Figures & African Dolls 
hiatoys.com | queensofafricadollsna.com

Pharaonic Brand Designs
Powerful apparel to invoke Positive Energies

www.pharaonicbrand.bigcartel.com

Bevel
Premium Mens Grooming Products

www.getbevel.com

Fanm Djanm 
Cultural  Headwraps, Fashion, + Accessories

www.fanmdjanm.com
 

Aminah Abdul Jillil
High End Womens Shoes

www.aminahabduljillil.com

Adorn Addict
Beautiful Online Jewelry Boutique

www.adornaddict.com

Life’s Paper
Culturally designed Gift Wrap Paper

www.lifespaper.com

By NayMarie
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SELF APPRECIATION

Melanin Royal: Clint Walker (@wadadlli7) is an actor, model, and fitness professional who consistently gives 
back via his mentees. He’s acted on shows like Empire and modeled for Rip the Runway and #BlackGirlsRock. 
Despite life’s trials, he lives comfortably in his skin, knowing his achievements are still only the beginning.
Photography | NayMarie Photography - @iamnaymarie

The Black body is always a touchy subject. Wear too much, you’re a prude. Don’t wear enough, you’re adding to the 
over-sexualization of our culture... We’ve allowed society to dictate too much of our personal comfort. No “one” form 
is sexy. No “one” complexion is sexy. The goal: Healthy. We must all love ourselves unapologetically. THE BODY.
Featured: Clint Walker

THE BODY
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STARDUST INTERGALACTIC



THERE IS NO BETTER FEELING THAN LOVING 
YOURSELF WHOLLY. NAKED. BARE.
Taji Vol 9 Model Contest Winner
Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 
Royal | Puma Bradbury - @pumabradbury
Makeup | Kim Nicole - @KNCConcepts

YOU ARE WHAT YOU WEAR; NOT JUSTPHYSICALLY, 
BUT MENTALLY. SO REIGN.

Taji Vol 9 Model Contest Winner
Photography | NayMarie - @iamnaymarie 

Royal | Kiala Foy - @kialafoy
Makeup | Kim Nicole -  @kncconcepts

BARE STATEMENT



MUTHA

Photography | Reynoir Lewis - 
@thecollectivev

Royal | Victoria Gomez - @vic_toryy
MUA/Hair | Latoya Santos - 

@arelquintese
Teaneck, New Jersey

LA VICTOIRE

Photography | Usiku Notte -
@houseofusiku

Model | Kelishia King -
@KelishiaKing

New Orleans, Louisana



NayMarie is the Editor and Resident Photographer for Taji Mag. Her goals are to reclaim our imagery and narrative and 
educate the community on cooperative economics to strengthen the Black community. Follow her on IG @tajimagazine.

I arrived at the first annual Black Witch 
Convention, presented by Dawtas of the Moon’s 
Omitola Yejide Ogunsina (Mama Omi), at 1040a, sat 
in the car finishing my breakfast, and by 1045a the 
longest line of beautiful Black Queens had formed. 
Half of us adorned in Black, the other half adorned 
in vibrant African prints. Almost unanimously 
crowned with natural hair styles. Everyone friendly 
and welcoming. I signed in, received my name tag, 
and was scrubbed with sage. I waited as the rest of 
the goddesses went through the same process.

Among the beautiful vendors and the aroma 

of  delicious vegan food, was an air of sisterhood. 
I could literally feel the excitement and yearning 
for learning. The agenda was filled with workshops 
such as Agelique Greer presenting “Herbs, Slavery 
& America,” Elizabeth Ruth presenting “Conjure 
for Everyday Living: How to incorporate Magic into 
almost everything you do,” Indi Geaux presenting 
“Spiritual Candlemaking 101,” and Olatungee 
presenting “Reconnecting to Our Ancestors & 
Being a Goddess.” 

I was most moved by guest speaker Iyalosa 
Osunyemi Alkatunde and her presentation of 
“Metaphysical Properties of the Black Woman.” She 

left 
us with so 
many life jewels; her 
standing ovation at the 
end of her session was well 
earned. We all need reminders and 
affirmations. She blessed us with simple 
yet important gems like:
“Power IS feminine.” (And made us repeat it.)
“Nothing comes into existence but through a 
womb.” “Your spoken word is your power.”
“Nothing happens to you that you did not manifest.”

“There is nothing that cannot be changed with the 
proper herb or incantation.” When speaking on how 
society abuses the image of Black women:  “That is 
electrifying, and I need to plug-in. That’s how they 
see us, but why can’t we see that in ourselves.”
She closed with:
Surrender to your power. Stop being appropriate.

All of the workshops that I was able to peek in on 
were dropping knowledge bombs. As someone who 
does not practice, but has the utmost respect for our 
ancestors’ practices, it was a beautiful experience in 
a safe space full of Goddesses. See more from the 
convention on www.TajiMag.com

“Nothing happens to you that you did not manifest.”

Black Witch
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE

 CONVENTION
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1 cup white sugar
1/4 cup almond milk
1/3 cup peanut butter
2 tablespoons vegetable oil
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
1 cup gluten free flour
1 cup rolled oats
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/2 cup vegan semi-sweet chocolate chips
1/2 cup walnut pieces
Preheat oven to 425 degrees
Add parchment to baking sheet
Mix sugar, milk, peanut butter, oil, and 
vanilla extract together until completely 
smooth
Add flour, oats, baking soda, salt, and 
peanut butter to mixture; fold in chocolate 
chips and walnut pieces until well 
incorporated
Drop batter by spoonfuls onto prepared 
baking sheet.
Bake about 10 minutes or until edges are 
brown.
Remove from oven, cool, and enjoy!
*For chocolate drizzle, melt 1/2 cup of 
chocolate chips with 1 tbsp almond milk. 
Stir until smooth then drizzle over cooled 
cookies!
 
For more tips follow Delliz on IG 
@chefdellizhazell!

CHOCOLATE GRANOLA COOKIES

Delliz
“I’m bored with my same old routine.”
It is vital that you change up your routine 
every month. This will help to keep you 
engaged in meeting your goals and wanting 
to go to the gym.  You never want your 
workouts to bore you. Make sure you keep 
tweaking your workouts to stay motivated. 
 
Don’t be afraid to reach out.
Do not be afraid to ask for help.  There 
are people in the gym that are willing to 
help, you just have to find them. Make 
sure that these people are people who are 
at the forefront in the gym. They go hard. 
They put in work. Push come to shove, 
find a personal trainer that’s energetic 
about their craft to help motivate you. 
 
Ignore other people unless they’re 
motivation towards your goals.
Do not let anyone steal your joy with 
negativity. You are not at the gym for them. 
You are there for you, to meet your goals. 
Their routines do not concern you, the 
500 lbs they are lifting does not concern 
you.  Find your own niche.  Do your own 
thing, follow your journey.  We all start 
somewhere. Remember, the race is not for 
the swift.

For more tips follow Clint on IG 
@wadadlli7!

CLINT’S MOTIVATION TIPS

TrAiner
ClinT theChef

Photos by NayMarie | See more on TajiMag.com!



Dress Your Spirit this season with the perfect gift of Soap Scrolls. 
What a unique gift for someone that has everything. Of course you 
can use it to bathe with, but if you find that they are too pretty to 
use on your body, than you can aromatize your bathroom, bedroom, 
closet, drawer, or car. Available in Mint Jubilee (peppermint). 
 
Body Butter Souffle’ are creams to 
moisturize the entire body keeping 
it hydrated, soft and supple. A little 
goes a long way. Gift them in Fresh 
Green Tea, Calming Lavender, 

Spiritual Nag Champa, or Uplifting Lemongrass to name a few. 
 
Looking to make an entrance when you walk in a room this 
holiday season? Get “The Conversation Piece” of Jewelry to make 
your impression!  A unique coiled necklace that wraps around the 

neck with glass, stones, and leather. 
Signature Hand painted Cowry Shell 
Earrings. Available in penny copper,  
gorgeous  gold,  rich red, holiday green, ice blue and more... 
 
Visit: www.TheCelestineCollection.com
Follow them on IG + FB
@thecelestinecollection

Celestine Collection
The
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In Vol 8 of Taji, we introduced you to Harlem Fashion Week. If you dropped the ball and missed this fabulous 
event, don’t fret, we have a mini photo recap from their inaugural September 9th show. Featured are the 
designs of HFW Emerging Designer Winner Isah Conteh, Simply Ma’am, Visions by Teonah Knighton, and 
HFW Founder Yvonne Jewnell New York. To stay up to date, be sure to follow Harlem Fashion Week via all 
social platforms @HarlemFW!

Harlem Fashion Week
Slays Their Inaugural Event

Column 1 designs from Isah Conteh | Column 2 designs from Simply Ma’am | Column 3 designs from Visions by 
Teonah Knighton | Column 4 designs from Yvonne Jewnell New York | All Photography by NayMarie
Top Images | Designs from Next Level World, The 3rdEye Brand, and Yvonne Jewnell New York, respectively



Africa Jackson is a freelance agitator living between Ireland and mid coast. She spends her days whistling at construction 
workers and calling white people the “W” word. (Her best friend is white.) Follow her on twitter at @AfricaJwrites.

Did you know that there’s a block popping with an unprecedented 20 Black owned businesses? On the 4000 
block of 34th Street in Mount Rainier, MD, it’s going down! This is undoubtedly the highest concentration 
in the country. In this issue, Taji Mag is highlighting the three most successful ones.

Nisey’s Boutique (4007 34th St | 301-277-7977) 

Owner Nisey is a business leader in Mount Rainier. She features Black 
owned soaps, fashion, books, & more. She has the best handmade jewelry 
and the atmosphere is always lovely. Nisey mentors Black entrepreneurs and 
carries herself with a level of class unsurpassed by even the most well known 
entrepreneurs. 

Glut Food Coop (Glut.org | 4005 34th Street)

This is more than a store. Glut Food Coop is the longest standing Black 
owned business on that block of Mount Rainier. People from all over the 
world have patronized the vegetarian food co-op including the likes of Dick 
Gregory, Erykah Badu, Maimouna Youssef, and more. This coop is majority 
Black owned. Check them out: Glut.org

The Waterhole (TheWaterholeCommunity.com | 4004 34th 
Street) 

Owner Lisa Harris contributes good energy and holistic healing 
via organic, vegan juices, smoothies, cleanses, and herbs. Harris 
is a community artist cultivating healthy living. Her personal 
research revealed that health education was the best way she 
could contribute to the neighborhood. The Waterhole is open 6 
days a week: T-F 8a-8p, Sun/Sun 10a-6p.

HONORABLE MENTIONS
Invisionary Photography, Life by Dallas, Moore Healthy Living, Sweet & Natural, Motisola’s Vegetarian 
Chili, Zuresh, Salaam Bakery, A is for Alkebulan, The Fig Tree  Supplements, Rakhel’s Live Cuisine, Dodah’s 
Vegan Cheese, Ali’s Pies, LaBeach’s Root Drink, African Angel Supplements, The Alpha Woman’s Bible, 
Black Opal, Carol’s Daughter, Nubian Heritage, art by Shauntrice Martin, and Shea Moisture.

THE BLACKEST BUSINESS BLOCK
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On the Businesses We Forget and the Women Who Run Them

African American women comprise 
the fastest growing group of 
entrepreneurs in America, yet we 

barely see them represented in the world of 
business. When they are portrayed in media 
it is always as fashion forward power hungry 
sociopaths and when we hear about everyday 
women starting their own businesses it is 
usually to combat a societal ill and save the 
world.

While representation is essential to creating 
an equitable and accessible playing field and 
helping children grow up feeling beautiful, 
loved and worthy, anti-Blackness sets women 
of color up for a multitude of traumas in the 
world of entertainment, law, politics and the 
like - often creating situations where they have 
to do things they wouldn’t normally do. We 
must be mindful to represent the full spectrum 
of entrepreneurship within the context of Black 
womanhood. There is so much in between the 
grassroots organizing and power suits. There’s 
a rainbow of interests, talents, and enterprises 
springing forth due to the innovation and 
determination of Black women. 

I spoke with Iana Graham of Yaya’s Cakes and 
Frances Vicioso of The STEM University about 
their ventures in business and how important 
it is to support our local creatives. 

Who are you and what do you do?
Yaya: My name is Yaya, owner of Yaya’s Cakes, 
a dessert catering service located in Brooklyn, 
NY. My goal is to always deliver the best 
quality products using only fresh ingredients. 
I’m known for my unique flavor combinations, 
like my famous Chicken & Waffle cupcakes, or 

Wasabi Green Tea (trust me, it’s delicious!) All 
of my designs are hand-painted, and I think 
people appreciate the extra focus and attention 
to detail. 
Frances: I am Frances Vicioso, Founder and 
CEO of the STEM University, an organization 
that provides high quality STEM programming 
to areas of high need.

What value does it add to the community?
Yaya: It’s always important to give back to 
the community whenever you can, especially 
when they support you. I often sponsor events 
that promote unity, love, and fun. We can 
never have too much of those things. Plus, 
who doesn’t love delicious cupcakes?
Frances: The world is becoming more complex 
every day. With that comes the need for 
people who have the education and expertise 
to be able to solve these more complex 
problems. The STEM (Science, Technology, 
Engineering & Math) University provides kids 
with more than a traditional education; it 
lays the foundation for 21st century thinking 
through science wonder labs, real world based 
engineering activities, and technology based 
problem solving.

How can people support? 
Yaya: There’s always a reason to celebrate and 
eat cake, so make sure you contact me for all 
of your sweet tooth cravings! You can visit my 
website (YayasCakesNY.com), or contact me 
directly at 914-586-CAKE!
Frances: People can support by donating money, 
materials, space, or their time. Any way that 
will help children learn is greatly appreciated. 
I can be reached at thestemuniversity@gmail.
com.

Tajh Sutton is the founder of Young People of Color Incorporated- an NPO that fosters critical thinking, empowerment 
and creativity in youth POC, and Loc Love Lives Here- a pro black revolutionary space for Loc wearers and lovers. Check 
out more on this topic on her blog at afrocenchick.wordpress.com and follow her on social media at @afrocenchick.

THE INVISIBLE ENTREPRENEUR:

By Tajh Sutton



“IMPASSE”
Featured Artist: Will Focus

www.TheOneWillFocus.com
IG & TW | @TheOneWillFocus

CHENOA D’KEN IS A WOMAN ON A MISSION. KNOWN 
BY HER EMBITTERED NICKNAME, ‘ICE WITCH’ SHE 
WILL STOP AT NOTHING TO GET BACK WHAT IS MOST 
PRECIOUS TO HER…NO MATTER WHAT OR WHO 
STANDS IN HER WAY! ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY FROM

WWW.LOCKETTDOWN.COM



Royal | Kim Ryan - @kimempressk
Photography | NayMarie 
Photography - @iamnaymarie
Body Art | Playful Faces - 
@playfulfaces

BLACK BUSINESS HIGHLIGHTS
TréSoaps | www.treasoaps.com
  Custom made soaps great for all events and occasions

Mr. Anigboro by ImaniLia | www.ImaniLia.com
  Mr. Anigboro by ImaniLia is the Afrocentric Men’s Line you’ve been waiting for

Oh My Heavenly Hair (OMhh) | www.ohmyheavenlyhair.com
  Lush, vegan products designed to reestablish healthier hair and skin naturally

TheOneWillFocus | www.theonewillfocus.com
  Advertising, Branding, and Illustration work for individuals, start-ups, and corporations

KnicKnacksBK | www.knickknacksnyc.com
  Best seafood out of the heart of Brooklyn | 347-933-0558 Delivery available

Forever Audacious | www.foreveraudacious.com
  Culturally Rich & Bold Accessories for the Esoteric

ColoredContent | www.coloredcontent.com
   ColoredContent showcases the best Black web series, all on one platform

Ruby Lipsllc | www.rubylipsllccosmetics.com
  Vegan friendly cosmetics company

ImaniLia Designs | www.ImaniLia.com
   ImaniLia, showing you how to find the fashionably edgy royal within you through clothing

Alana Ladson Art | www.etsy.com/shop/alanapaintseverythin
  A collection of paintings, prints, and custom art, specializing in painting women of color

CodeBlu Magazine | www.youtube.com/channel/UCkBCmkCtS4KXEBkJh411PFw
  The latest new fashions, celebrity styles, designers, fitness, makeup, and what’s new and chic

Mac Shack | www.macshackny.com
  A unique dining experience offering 30 classic, seasonal, and creative macaroni & cheese flavors

Body of a Hero |  www.bodyofahero.com
  Gain a physically fit physique through healthy living and strength training

Aquarian Thoughts Jewelry | www.aquarianthoughts.com
  Unique Artisan Jewelry made with hand selected gemstones or metal components

Shop NayMarie | http://shop.naymarie.com
  Black Art, Apparel, and Home Decor 



ImaniLia is showing every woman how 
to find the fashionably edgy royal 

within her!

Custom Orders | Online Shopping | 
Womens Eventwear | Accessories

www.ImaniLia.com

MELSBUTTERBLENDS.COM

Namaskar is a holistic health, wellness, and beauty shop located in Brooklyn, NY



BLACK BEAUTY & CULTURE
Subscribe Now on www.TajiMag.com
$10 Print (+Shipping) | $3 Digital
@tajimagazine
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